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Let (A,n,µ} and (B,A?v) be two totally a-finite measure 
spaces, Mand N the linear spaces of real valued functions which 
are measurable and finite a .. e. on f\ crnd B respectively,v;ith the 
metric topolo~w of convergence in me:asure on all subsets of finite 
measure, and k(x,y) a real valued measurable function on the product 
space A x B~ We def inc the integral transformation with kernel 
K(x,y) by 
( l • 1) Kf (y) JK(x, y) f (x) dµ(x) 
for. fEM if the integral on the right exists and is finite for a.e~ 
yEB. The Jine~r subspace of all such fEM is called the domain of 
Kand denoted by D(K). The linear transformation K* is the Integral 
transformation defined by 
l f xc:: M a n d ye N we \tJ r i t e K : X -• Y when eve r X c: D ( K) and for 
a11 fE.X~K(f) EY. If xcw and YCN are given Banach spaces v.Jith 
norr;;s \ ! I J,_ .and I\ I \Y respectively VJe can ask if K is continuous 
as c1 function defined on X with range ·in Y. In particular \'Je 
say tl1;1t 11 K:X -• Y i:; bounded with,.l IK \ \.s C11 if ;;ind only if 
( l.2.) 
< c 
for all uC'.X such that \ 1.1 1
1 .1. o 1i..,pc1· • The case of interest is when 
-1-
reduces to the followin~J: Cf\1en X1Y~ f!nd ccnclitions on Kin 
10 and 12]. One set of investig~1tions l~~d to the fc·!kv.:i:.:1 t1,10 
results for LP spaces, v,:hich \'\/ere discu~scJ by Ga91 it1rd:; [9] . 
.ftesu l t~ J..: (N. Aronszaj n) Let 1 < q :S p < + t», 0 < c < + c:o, 
( 1 Ip I ) + ( l Ip) = ( 1 I q I) + ( 1 / q ) :::: l a n d K o~ ) y) ~: 0 ~ " e • 
be mea:;;urab le on A x B. if for every real E:>O there 
ex i s t meas u r ab 1 e fun ct i o ns cp ( x) > 0 a n d ~J ( y) > 0 and 
finite a.e. such thnt 
(i) (Kc,n) (y):; (c+c) (1\f(y))q'/q 
(ii) (K·,'.:~) (x) ~ ( c+e) (r{> (.x)) p/p 
I 
(iii) p = q or JJK(;<, y)cp(x) HY) dxdy :S c:+e 
x~~Y 
then 
is bounded \vi th 
l IK \ l S c. 
A converse of the c;bove is given by the fo 1 lovd n~J· 
!~£.2.ldJJ. _?_: (E. Gag 1 i a r do) Let 1 < p < +. i:n, 1 < q < + cC>, 
( 1 / p ') + ( l Ip) = ( l I q 1 ) + ( l I q) == 1 a n d K ( x , y) ?. 0 a .. ~~ • 
be measurable on A x B. If K:LP ~ Lq is boundaci 
w i t h 1 \ K I \ :S. c 1 t hen for eve r y re a l € > 0 the re ex : ~~ t 
functions rpEL p, such that 
(ii) (K1'"v)(x) :S (c+e)(cp(x))p/p 
I 
(iii) \\cr\\p :s; 1 and \\~r\\q' :S 1 
Remau~: Conditions (i), {ii) and (iii) rn Result 2 imply condition 
(iii) of Result J. Thus, for q Sp, we have necessary and sufficent 
conditions for the bcx.mred02.Ss of an integral trnnsformation 1.vith a 
positive ke me 1 • 
In this paper, we will be concerned with extensions of 
Results 1 and 2 to the spaces LP and LQ of functions of several 
variables with mixed no}ms defined for the multi-indices P = 
or qJ norm to the variable x1 or YJ• Corresponding to Results 1 
and 2 we have Theorems 5 and 4 respectively. These theorems ~nly 
form exact converses \vhen p1 2. p1+1 for i:::;l, •• .,,n and qj S q.1+l 
for j::.:l,~u,m. An open question, which is discussed toward the 
end of this paper, concerns the strengthening of Theorem 4 to give 
a converse of Theorem 5 without this restriction. 
Of particular interest would be the generalization of these 
results to drdered Banach spaces or to Banach Function Spaces, as 
defin~d by Luxemburg and Zaanen [14], using duality mappirigs and 
stating the restriction q::; pin terms of these mappings. Theorem 
1 indicates that Result 2 above can be generalized to these settings. 
CHAPTER T\~O 
MAPPlHGS BEH/EEN ORDERED BANACH SPACES 
Most of the terminology and basic results needed in this 
paper are available in [lJ, 14]. 
An ordered Banach space X is a Banach space wit~ a linear 
partial ordering. If X is an ordered Banach space, then vie define 
X+ = {ulu?.. O} and postulate that for u,vEX+, 
(2. l) u ,:; v implies l l u 11 :S } Iv II· 
'We wi 11 call an ordered Banach space X (:. (O} an Mc ordered 
Banach space if X satisfies the following monotone convergence 
principl.e! ~or every increasing sequence {un} ex+: such that 
I lun 11 ::;. O! for a 11 n and some ex> 0 there exists uEX+ such that 
u -> u. P. 
Let (A,.0..~11) be a totally o"-finite measure space and let M 
denote. the 1 i near space of a 11 measurable functions on A and 
define an order relation~ as follows. For f, gEM 
(2.2) f < g iff f (x) < g(x) a.e. 
and 
Define R1 .. = R~. U[ + er;} to be the extended positive ha 1 f ax 1 s. 
FollovJing Luxemburg and Zaanen [ ll~ § 2p. 138 and §. 3p. 1l~8] a 
function p:M+__..R~~ is cc:illed function norm if and only if 
( i) p (f) = 0 if and only if f:.,: 0 a.e. 
( i i) p (o.'f) =ap ( f) for a 11 fEM+ and aERi + 
( i i i) p ( f+g) s p (f) + p (g) for a 11 f, gCM+ 
(iv) if f, gEM+ and f S g then p (f) :S p(g). 
For fEM define p(f) = p(\f,\) .. 
If for a function n6rm ~' we let 
(2 .. 3) 
then Lp is a.normed linear space hrith norm panda linear partial 
ordering defined by (2.2). If fn,fEM+, then we say f:itf if and 
only if f~(x)t f(x) a.c. A function norm pis said to have the 
Fatou property if for fn,fEM1., 
(2.4) 
ft can be shown [Ii+ § 3 p .. 149] that if p satisfies the Fatou 
property, ihen Lp is complete and hence an ordered Bariach space. 
We say that a function norm p is smooth if and only if for 
(2 .5) fn{x) - f(x) a.e. and p(fn) - p(f), 
implies p(fn-f) - O. 
Let p be a smooth function norm with the Fatou property and 
fnEM+ be such that fn+l ~ fn and p(fn) .:Sa.· Then there exists 
fEM such that fnff so by the Fatou property p(f n) _, p(f) and 
p(f) . .:S a~ But p is smooth so p(fn-f) - 0 and hence fn - f. Thus, 
if p is a smooth function norm satisfying the Fatou property, then 
Lp is an Mc ordered Banach space. 
Let X be an ordered Banach space; then (or u, vEX let w ~ 
u V v if and only if u S w, v .:S w and w S w1 whenever u ~ w1 
and v .:S w1 • A Banach lattice is an ordered Banach space X in which 
6. 
u V v exists und is unique for any u, vEX. \i/e are moreover assuming 
that if \u\:S \v\, then !lull~ l!vll· In a Banach lattice we can 
define u /\ v ~ -[(-u)V(-v) ], u+ = u Vo, u- ::: (-u)Vo, and \u l == 
u+ + u- for any u, vfJ~. We note that u == u+ - u • Banach function 
spaces are examples of Banach lattices. If X+ is the positive cone 
of a Banach lattice X, then we will define the lattice interior of 
X+ as 
(2. 6) x~ :::: f u EX+ I f 0 r a 1 l v EX+ i f u /\ v ·- 0 then v :: 0} • 
Note that x; U [O} is a cone and if LP is a Banach function space, 
then fEL~+ if and only if f(x) > 0 ~.e. A Banach lattice X will 
be called non··trivial if there exists uEX; such that l\ul\ > o. 
If X is a Banach lattice, then the dual space X* is also a 
Banach lattice with 
(2. 7) u* S v* if and only if u*(w) S v*(w) for all wEX+, 
since vve can easily shO\-J that if u;•: S v;': then l \u;'"l l S, \ \/"11 for 
t/", /"EX~:::.: [v/'.:lw~''" ?_ O} and (u~''"vv)(vJ) == sup[u~'"(vJ1 ) + v~'"(\·J2) jw1 ,w2 EX+ 
and·w ~= \'11 + vJ2.} for all wE.X. See Kelley and Namioka [13 p. 232]. + 
Let X and Y be ordered Banach spaces~ Then a linear parti~l 
ordering S,in Xx Y is defined by the positive cone. 
(2. 8) (X x Y) + ::: l( u , v) EX x. Y \ u EX+ and v EY+} • 
A norm for Xx Y can be chosen in many ways. For example, 
(2. 9) l\ ( u ' v) 11 = ma)( u l u I L ll v I IJ 
or for l < p < ro 
(2. l 0) l l (LI' v) 11 - ( 11 u 11 p + 11 v l jP) l/p • 
v.nth either of these norms Xx Y is an ordered Banach space. More-
over, if X and Y are Banach 1atticess then Xx Y is a Banach lattice. 
We wil 1 now introduce some t~rminology concerning mappings 
(in general non-linear) between ordered Banach spaces. 
Let X and Y be ordered Banach spaces and let ~ be a function 
defined on D(~) c X into Y. Then 
(2. 11) 
(i) ~ is positive if and only if ~(X+nD(~))c Y+. 
(ii) t is non~decreasing if and only if 0 :Su< v 
implies ~(u) :S ~(v) 
(iii) ~ is stable if and only if X+co(gi), ~ is 
positive, non-decreasing, contin~ous and 
II u 11 x :; i imp l i es l l qi ( u) 11 y :s 1 • 
if X and Y are Banach lattices we have 
Fina 11 y, 
(iv) I is strictly positive if and only if 
~ (x~no (~) )c v~ 
(v) ~ is strictly stable if and only if x; c D(~), 
~ is strictly positive, non-decreasing, continuous 
and satisfies (2.11). 
(vi) i is a power function if and only if t is 
positive, continuous and satisfies (2.11) with 
~(O) = O, and in addition, 
(2. t 2) §(au)·- ~(o:)g?(u) for all cxER~. and uED(<I?) 
defines a function ~:Ri - Ri independent of u, such that ~ is 
non-decreasing and not constant. 
\.Je notice if 2 is a po1Ver function, ~then Sis both stable 
and a pmver function. Moreover, ~is a continuous, multiplicative 
homorroq:hism of R~. into itself with ~(1) = l. Hence, there exists 
a real number p > 0 such that ~(Cl') = Q'p for.all CYE[O,oo) and we 
will define Ex(~) = p. Finally, if~ is a 1-1 power functiun onto 
/\ /, 
Y+, then qi-l is defined and ~-l = 1/qi satisfies condition. (2.12) 
1 h h ~,-1 L f • a t oug1 ~ may not oe a power ·unction. 
We will now consider two examples. 
Exa~ple ..!_: Let X, Y be ordered Banach spaces and K:X -~ Ya bounded 
positive linear transformation with I !Kl IS CY· Then (1/a)K is stable 
/\ 
and a power function with &K(~) == S for all SE[O,oo) so Ex(&K) == 1. 
Example~: Let (A,.l.1.,µ) be a a-finite measure space, p,qE[J,+oo). 
For fEL~ define CJ?(f(x)) == f(x)p/q for all xfp.. It is easily verified 
that <I! is a stable function and in fact a pmver function with 
Ex(~) = p/q •. Thus, we see that stable and power functions do riot 
have to be linear and Ex(~) may assume any positive value. 
An analogue of the function ~ in Example 2 for LP spaces 
where P is a multi-index will be important in the study of integral 
transformations between these spaces as carried out in the sequel. 
Note that if a is a real number, 0 <a S 1, then a~ is stable 
whenever ~ is stable and a~ is a power function v1henever qi is a 
power function. Moreover, if a> 0, ~ > 0, ct + B < 1 and 9 and ~ 
·are stable functions i,1ith the same dom~dns and into a common range, 
then aI> + s~ is a stab le function. 
One can verify immediately the following • 
.EL<?J:?.:.?.:0.,.!_io'.:_ J_:. Let X,Y and Z be ordered Banach spaces, q1 :X+ - Y 
and ~:Y+ -• Z 
(i) if ~ and ~ are (strictly) stable functions~ 
( .. ) I: 
then ~o~:X+ - Z is a (strictly) stable function, 
if ~ and ~ are power functions, then ~o~ is 
a pov.1er function, (o'~ = ~0 ~ and Ex(~ 0 ~) ::: 
Ex(!¥)• Ex('P). 
(iii) if ~:X+>=Y+ - Z is a stable (pm·Jer) function 
and l:X+ - X+ x Y+ is the natural injection, 
then ~ 0 1:X+ - Z is a stable function (power 
function with Ex(~ol) =Ex(~) ). 
Thus, we see that compositions and restrictions of stable 
and power functions give functions of the same type. The norm on 
X z Y can be calculated by either equation (2.9) or (2~10) in the 
above pr6position. This norm can also be used in the following 
proposition,.which gives some examples of how to construct stable 
and power fun~tions on product spaces from such functions on the 
~> r i g i na 1 spaces • 
Proposition!: Let X1 , X2 , Y1 and Y2 be ordered Banach spaces, 
X == X 1 . x X2 ' y == y l x y 2 ' q.1 : X 1 + -• y l and 
(i) if Wiand 1>2 are (strictly) stable functions, 
then 
(2. 13) 
d0fincs a (strictly) stable function ~1 1 :x+-~y. 
Moreover, if Y1 = Y2 , then 
(2.}lf) 
defines a (strictly) stable function lf2 :X+-Y1 
(ii) If ~1 ai·)d ~2 a re power functions) then for 
(2.15) 
function with a range in Y. Moreover, if Y1 = Y2 ~ 
(2. l 6) 
with ~2 (u) = 0 if (Ju I l === 0 is a pov.ier function 
with range in Y1 • 
Proof: (i) If g? 1 and q·2 are (strictly) stable functions, then 
~1 and ~2 are clearly continuous, (strictly) positive and non-
decreasing. \\th (u1 ,u2 ) \ b ~Cl l9j 1 (u1) \ \+\ \9i2 (u2) 1 lJ~.:> if 
\\(u1,u2) \I :S 1, then llu1 lJ ~ 1 and l\u2 (r :S 1 and hence \\1il(ui)\\S. 
and I \~2 (u2 ) \} :S 1 and thus \ \~ 1 (u 1 ~t12 ) \ \ $ 1. Therefore, ¥1 is a 
(strictly) stable function and so is ~2 by a similar argument. 
(ii) Let if.1 and ~2 be power functions. Then clearly 
~1 and ¥2 defined by (2.15) and (2!16) are positive or strictly 
positive and continuous except possibly at O. Moreover, ~ 1 (0) = 0, 
~2 (0) = 0, and ~1 and ~2 a re we 11 defined 1 non-constant and non-
d . . ~~l d /\ . f h d" ecreas1ng since~ an ' 2 sat1s ·y t ese con 1tions. To verify 
condition (2.11) for 4' 1 consider u;-~(u 1 ,u2 )8<+ with \\u\\::; 1. 
Thenj 0 ~ ~1 °~2 (I lu I!) :; 1 since ~l. and ~2 are stab le functions 
a n d 11 ( ~ l( u 1 ! II u 11 ) , q> 2 ( u 2 I 11 u 2 l I )) 11 ·:::; 1 l 1i i( u 1 I l l u I \) I f + 
I ' i1'2 ( u~d 11 u 11 ) II :S 1 + 1 = 2 s inc e I l (u i / l I u I !) l I ::; 1 and 
1 l ( u2 I 11 u 11 ) 11 :; l .. The ref o re , . 11lp1 ( u ) 11 :S 1 • 8 y a s i m i 1 a r 
argument ~2 also satisfies condition (2.11). ·Thus, both lil 1 and 
11. 
~2 are p functions if they are continuous at p. But this fol lows 
from the assumption that Ex(~1 ) = p > 1 and Ex(~2 ) = 2 > 1 since 
~l = ~(l\u l lp(q-l)~l (VJ.), I lu I lq(p~l)~2(u2)) 
and 
In a paper by Gagliardo [9 p. 431] we find the following: 
_Lemf!l§. l: Let X be an M:: ordered Banach space and ~=X+ - 1 X be a 
stable function. Then for every 6 > 0 there exists 
uEX+ such that 
I \ u 11 ~ l , u ?-. o, u r- o 
and 
(1 + 6)u2,~(u). 
Proo(: Choose u1 EX+ such that u1 r 0 and I lu1 l l :S (6/1+6)). 
Define Un EX+ for n == 2, 3, ..... , by 
Uy induction I lun 11 ~ l and un+l ~ un for n = 1,2,3, ••• , • Thus, 
there exists uEX+ such that Un - u and I lul I~ 1 by the monoto~e 
convergence {Mc) property of x. By continuity u = u1 + (1/(1+6))~(u). 
Hence u f- 0 and (l+o)u - ~(u) = (1+6)u 1 2:, 01 
The following theorem is related to a result of Gagliardo 
[9 p. 430] but has a more general setting. 
·12. 
Let X1 , X2 , X3 and X4 be ordered Banach spaces 
and suppose Kl is an Mc ordered Banach space. 
l t ;r, • x - x <D ·x ~ x ;r, ~ x · · " _e ':!?12· i+ \2' -23· 2-1· '3' '±'34 c 3+ ...... ''4 
crnd 9'1 1 =~+ - X1 '1nd suppose CJ?41 and q,033 are 
1-l stable functions and for some numbers 
ct > 0 and 13 > 0 \-.Je have ( 1 /et) ~ 12 and ( l /~) 934 
are stable functions. Then for each number 
that 
( i ii) I \q\ \ \x1 < l, 11% \ \~ < 1, 
({)1 t 0 .. 
<i>12 
Xi+-· ---·-~--7~- X2 + 
A 
~+~ _ _, Xs+ 
~34 
Let o :> 0 be such that S(l+o) 2 :S S + e.. For uEX;i+ 
Note that ~; X.1 + -• X1 i:s a stab le fu11c ti on so by Lernrnci .L, there 
exists u EX.;..+ such that l \ u \ l x-., :S 1 , u f. 0 and 
Let c.p1 = 9 .. ~ 1 ( ( 1 / ( 1+0)) u) and cp3 == ~22 ( ( l I (etH;)) 012cp1 ) • 





9-3<. (%) ::; B(l + 6)u 
~ B(l + 6) 2 ~~1 (cp1 ) 
S (B + e) 2~ i ( ;01 ) 
c.p1 f-. 0 since ~41 is 1-1 and u i- 0 u 
Note 
.· 
Of more special interest in the sequel is the. following 
immediate 
13• 
Cox_gJ_lar_y_: Let X and Y be Banuch lattices and X;': (\,JI-ii ch together 
with y;'' are hence Banach lattices) satisfy the monotone 
conve~gence principle. Le t qi : X ;'• --t X a n d ~ : Y+-.. Y ;': be 1 - 1 .... . . 
stable functions and T:X-Y be a bounded~ positive linear 
transforr.1ation such that I Ir\ \:Sa. Then for every real 
e>O there exists cpf.X.1. and \jrEY~;: such that 
( i ) T ( cp) :S ( a-H;) ~I- 1 (\Jr) 
(ii) r;':(v) < (a+1;;)~- 1 (~) 
.. 
(iv) cp i O. 
Jn a manner different than that of Aronszajn and Szeptycki 
[2 p. l1+3], we will now generalize a theorem of s. Banach [3 p.87] 
(concerning the continuity of integral transformntion~ to positive 
transformations between Banach 1attfces. 
Let X be a Banach lc:itt ice such that for any sequence 
unEX+ such that 0 S Un :'.~lln+l and llunll S Ct' for 
all n; 1,2,3,~··, and some a> 0 there exists uEX+ 
such that un Su for all n = 1,2,3, ••• and \ \ul I 
finite. Let Y be an ordered Ban.ach space. Then 
a positive linear transformation T:X - Y {d~fined 
for a 11 · u EX) is necessar i 1 y bounded • 




C 1ear1 y 
Hence, 
l l Tun ( \ ?: 22 n 11 u n I \ for n = 1 , 2, • • • • 
2-n - . 
~ (2-n / 11 Un \ \) \ \ T (Un) \ \ 
~ (r 1'!\ lun \ \)22 n I lun I\ 
== 2n :-.: 22 n 11 v n 1 l • 
Let 
w l == v 1 and \tJ n - v n Vw n -1 for n -- 2 , 3 , • • • • 
Note 
and by induction 
NOV·/ 
0 :;- Wn :S. Wn +1 for a 11 n ::: 1 , 2, ••• 
so there exists wEX+ such that vin :S. wand \ \w\ \ < + ro, Thus, 
Tl·JEY and l lrw\ \ is finite. However, 0 :S vn 6. \'ln :S w so 
0;:; Tv 11 S. Tw. Hence, \ \Tw\ \ 2=. \ \Tvn \ \?. 2n for all n == 1,2, .... 
which is a contradiction~ Therefore, T is boundedm 
E.£1!1 .. fil..!s. l: If X is an Mc Banach lattice or a Banach function 
·space satisfying the Fatou property, then X satisfies the condi-
tions of Theorem 2. In particular, a positive linear transformation 
T:L~ ~ Lq (defined for al 1 fELP) is bounded for any p ~ 1 and 
q ?: 1. 
Ren_13_!:.l; l_: ('f T == T+ ·· T- where r+, r·· are positive linear 
transformations r+:x - Y, T-:X - Y (both defined on all of X) 1 
then T is bounded. In particular; this remark applies to integral 
transformations. 
CHJ\PTER THf\EE · 
THE SPJ\CES ~-p WITH.MIXED NORMS 
f n the nex·t feiv :,ections t·Je \·Ji 1 l be studying functions of 
= 1>2, ••• ,n .:ind 
(B.1,S1J,v.1) for j =~ l,2,~··~m be C"·finite measure spaces and 
n m 
,I\ := Il!\1 and B -· IIB:i 
j;:.:: 1 i= 1 
be their product measure spaces. Tha corresponding spaces of 
measurable functions wi 11 be M1 , N1 ~ ·M irnd N.. Corresponding 
\ I f l l ( P:i ~ • " " 1 Pn ) 
~Ll. ' " • • ~ µ.n 
l l r 11 PJ. , • • • , Pn 
t(J be the value obtained by successively taking the PJ. norm in 
x 1 , the p~ norm in x2 :•t.e, the p11 norm in x 1, in that order. Thus, 
if p~ < i::r; for all i :-..:: 1,-~ •• ,n then 
(3. i) 
Fo t luv:i n~J [h~nedek and Panzone [l~ p. 30i ], vJe tfof ine 
(3.2) LY (/\) == L p :: f f E.M I 11 f I \ p < co} • 
These arc~ Banach function $paces \vi th norms satisfying the Fatou 
property fA p. )02]. if 1 S p1 < a:i for i - l, •.• ,n then the 
function norm \I \Ip issmooth[L~p.312]. \J.edefine l\gl\Q for 
~· 1 6-
gEN and L Q ::-.: L Q(B) ln the same manner. 
If x(o.·1 ,0'2 , ••• ,0!k) is an algebraic relation among the rea·l 
numbers oi1 , • ,, • , u-k and r.-0) , f/{) , ••• , p{k) a r.e mu 1 t i - i n d i ce s w i th the 
17. 
-'l) J i1<\., ( 1) ( k \ 
same number of components, then x(~ ,t~, ••• ,~~ means x{p 1 ~··,·Pi? 
for· each ·.i .. In particular P'=P(P~~-n- 1 means p{=p1/(p1 ·-1). The 
"Generalized Holder lnequal ity" can n0\"1 be stated as fo11ows: 
for any f,gEM and 1 S PS~. Moreover, Benedek and Panzone 
[4 p. 304] have proved that if 1 S P < ro, then the dual space of 
p I 
LP is L • Finally, if P and Qare multi-indices of length n 
and m respectively and rEitJ 1 then Q < r < P will be taken to mean 
qj < r < p 1 for all i:::: 1, ••• ,n and j = 1,.o.,m. By LP,Q or 
L(P,Q) ~~ wi 11 mean the space of functions of m + n variables with 
Since 'vJe \vill not all/Jays use the integrals and variables 
int.he same order, at times it will be necessary to replace the 
to avoid confusion or ambiqui ty. If rE [ 1, + co), then the norm 
for Lr (A) in the product space is 
( 3. l+) == 
18. 
' 
It can also be easily shown that 
(3.5) 
Finally, byTonc11i 1 s theorem, for rE .[l,cc) and f measurabic on 
A x B, 
(3. 6) llf(x,y)(l(r ,r.) 
11 (x), v (y) 
- I \ f (x, y) \ \ / r , r , 
. \\>(y),~1(x) 1 
.Definitio_!l: If a,~ER~ = [O, + oo], then 
______ } ______ _ 
(l/~)-(1/cx) 




\'Jher(~ (l/u·) + (1/(>! 1 ) - (1/fj) + (I/~') -· 
•• :.\'1 obvious but usefui ext.ens ion of a viel l kno1:m result is 
P r o Do:; i t i on ~ ~ ___. ___ ,. ......... _ ...... , .... ..,_ Let P and Q be multi-indices with < P and 
I \K \ \ <. u if I 1 ~-· 
and only if 
·,r ... 1rK < .. x, '1)·. f (x ';·9 (y) a1.1d'\i < ,O' t 11r 11 : i o I 1 , I _; ' ·. Ip i I···' I lQ 
for .::11. 
See l.9 P• l,2.9]. 
I f: R R G ..... , ... d •· .' 1 ·, \2' ·c:. ,; • ' i::i re nie.:1s t 1 r n bi e fun c: t i ems of rn + n v a r : .:1 b 1 e 
(J. l 0.) . 
.::: 11 p\ 1, I 
~ , , ~ ( I , I•\ . · (· I I) . ._ .•· ., I '.) ) 11 -~ 1 1;:': q ~' 1 :a,q1 ~r , ••• ,~.1 •• u.~; ;r \ - \~). . 
,... V1 . , "' c • ·' · \'.,;· 
/' 
I ,ql ,~ ... ,qll\ · .
• l \' ) ' \. 'i. ) " • " ' l)ij . 
f.iy th1.;.~ ~Jcn1;ra l i ;..~-ed· ·Ho 1 dc:r i nr::qt1a 1 i t.y 
i Ir-, r .. · I 1 
i I\:) . ' I ',.. I 
' ~ • . I I ! • ' \ 
\ p. ~ \t) 
since 
[ ( 1 I r· ') - ( 1 I q J 1 ) ] + ( J I q J ' ) + ( l I r ) =: 1. 
t?.y applying Tonelli 1 s theorem fol lovJed by the generc·i l ized Ho1der 
< 11 R;~ 11 (a ( p1 , r) 1 a ( P1 , r) : • • • , a (Pn, r) ~ 
V ' µ,_ ., u • • ' . µn ) 
since 
Hie Lemma fol loh•'s !mmediately~ 
The f.ollo1;1~n9 theotcm is·a generalization of u theorem 
r 1ue f·~ '·1·r --.:;:)'11· r·e,.., G·- l "-r ~ ""1 o ·· ·1··?o] ..... ..\.) t"; .>n:-::. , .......... l. .) ::<.;; .<:! ~1 l r.J co •• J ;> .. ·-r ..•• J .. 
Suppose K(x,y) 2:: 0, rER1 ) 1 < rl _<;,: r ~ P < co, 
P and Q 2re multi-indices and suppose there 
f '"~c"·:·io:1'' ,..,-,fv). en. r.x\ 1),·f·.t' ·!r (v) all t.t'I ,, ..... • ~~ '¥\',.. 1 T~~, "") > /\ii' ~l ,f 
greater than 0 a.e •. and a real number c > O 
such that 
(i) r f/,·r· '"'1· { ·y ') .:."' 1... l\'/ .. ~. ...... 
( i i ) [K~·.-,, J (>:) :; c cri (x) 




v ·Ip .-:, LQ r't. • 11,. •• 
iiK!\ ·< c.. 
1 .. et 
_L. '! .... ,]~, ... \. 
f'.\J. r (t. "' R; '!"·•1•) 1h ! J. ". \, ''Y 
·~ 
l'f .,. r 
1·~ 1 
L. i * 
~l nd for 
' Q
. 
f ..... t) d c··, 1.::.1.' .an · g .:t. , 
' l 1 I
KP'l .. ~p1" - 151' f F -~ tf>1 
1 1 -Kcfrl (1·-J' (~")? G ·- ... ~ tp ·1l ~··1 g • 
Since, adding the powers of K, ~and t we get 
l l l _1 J_ .. ' _J._ J l __ l,,. - + I 1 "' + - ..._. .... _. .. :. + ql r r P1 + P~. ql , ql r !" /' ~~f'.1. l 
l .. 0, 
and 
.l .:t* J -· _L ~~ _L Os ·-· r r Pi. P1 
.J ·-· \ 
f',.. . 
JI J Kf qd:>.:d'./ I ' '"" I " 
< 




1 1 --.-- -, 
$.c a(q1',r')\\¥1r 
l 
f _r \\(a(q 1 ',r'), .. c,a.(qm',r').) 
\11 ' • • • ' \Jm 
1 -, 
so Ji < c r 
(by condition .i of the theorem and for the 
power df t 1 we have 
_1 
I ) r 
by condition iii of the theorem. 
Si mi lary, we can shm·J that 
23. 
._.;.....l - .!. 1 
-- \ \ ( r11 1 d ) a (Pl ' r) [ r1 --r I J 11 ( ) ( ) ( \ •·' ~~1 y cpl cp . (a P1' r 'a P2 , r , • e • , a Pn' r J) 
µl µ2 , • • • , P-n. 
1 l 1 
< :~(p;,r) I I ~r - ·r· I l ' c 1 1;:i 1 •. cp , I , . · , ~ : rC1\P1)r)~··•,a(pn,rJ) 
'• ~~l ~ • • • ' ~1n 
{by condition ii of the theorem ands ince 
for the powers of cr1 we h~vc 
l 
r 
= l ) . r 
l __ , 
So J 2 < c r P1 by condition iii of the theorem. 
But l --, 
J3 == I l[(Kcp)/h]q1 gj \(q1 ',q1 ', ••• ,qr! '.l 
µ '\J1 ) .... '\Ji.: . 
l 
~, 
::: \ \ [ (fKq)d~t) /~1 Jql 9 I \ (ql 1 ; • • • , q0 1 ) 
\)1 , ••• ' \)tl 
1 --, 
< C '(}l l I g l t (q 1 I' • • • 'qll\ /) 
\Ji ' • • " '\Jm 
by condition of the theorem. 
And 
The ref ore 
since 
J.. I - ·-··.L I -!- l 
r fi1 r 
1 l 1 -- + ... ~.- +-·, ::::: 
Pi P:i. ql. 
24. 
and the conclusion follows from proposition 3. The proof of the case 
p1 :.:: r = q1 is similar and may be outlined briefly as follows. Using 
J ~ I ! FGR1 R:a ( j ( l, 1) 
µ,v 
r' r' (l/r') r r (l/r) 
' < l\ \ G I Ri 11 ( l , 1) • l l \ F l R2 l \ ( 1,' ~·) 
µ,v ~,~ 
by ·Tone 11 i 's theorem 
\ 
1 [ ,•~ ] _ J \ \ r r I 1 I K" ~r CfJ:J. . f R2 . I 1 
(~J.) 
. l' I 1r'R r,ll(l/r') 
I I~ \l ·'l) 
'"J 
1 
r I \~\r r\1(~/r) c l l R2 I ( I) 
µ 
by i and ii 
J+L ' I r r' r 1 (1/r') r' (l/r) 
Sc ' II lg\ ll((Q/r')) • llR1 ll((Q'/(Q'-r')) 
v v 
r (1/r) · l \ Rz I \ ( p / ( p- r ) 
( µ ) '. 
26. 
:S clig\\Q · \lf\\p by conditions iii and iv. 
Thus, the theorem fo 11 ows from the preceding proposition. Note 
that the first iterated norm on R1 and R2 and hence for conditions 
iii and iv is the co -norm on x1 and y1 respectivelyR 
CHAPTER FOUR 
ORDERING WITHIN MULT1~;NDICES 
One of the important facts about LP spaces is that their 
norms are dependent on the ordering of P. In particular 
and 
· may a 11 be d i f fe re n t • I t w i l l be ne c es s a r y fo r ou r fur th c r vJO r k 
to develop some notations and rules regarding the permutation of 
multi-indices and integrals. For a a permutation of [1, ••• ,n], 
we define 
{ J:.. 1) 
{ ;. .., I '·~ ' ·'...1 
,pO(J) , ••• ,p0(n)) 
~! ,,.,. 11rc 
~.>····'(l) ~v(n) 
\ ' ... ' 
rl· 'i' { P) "i .•·:·r· '. \ . _; !. -- :-· • .1 (i ) We will need th~ following special 
Let P be a multi·"index. Then 
( 1) . np ls cl pcrrnutat ion on { 1, ••• , n} such that 
-27-
28. 
whenever S j and if p1 = PJ and S j, then 
(2) ~pis the permutation on [1, ••• ,n} such that 
whenever $ j and if p1 = pj and S j, then 
Thus, Tip is a permutation that will reorder P in increasing 
order and Tlp reorders P in decreasing order with equal elements 
left in the same order. 
Prop_?sition ~: If P is a multi-index, then 
and 
Moreover, if rE(l,m) and r < P then 
Note if 
(iii) Tip = 'fla(p,r) 
and 
(iv) · Tlp = 11 a(p,r) 
then 
Thus, parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately. Suppose 1 < r < 
·and hence 
0 < ( l /r ) - { l IP 1 ) < ( 1 / r) -· ( 1 IP :i ) 
0 < (1/a(Ppr)) < (1/a(Ppr)) 
Thus , ( i i i ) a h d ( i v) f o 1 1 ow. i mm e d i a t e l y ~ 
\.le can state a f urthc r r~::la ti ons hip between the permutation 
TIP and the mu 1 ti·· index P by using the fo 11 ovJ i n~J • 
Defi.ni t ion: Let 0 be a permutation on [ 1, ••• ,n} and P = 
(Pl 1 • • • , Pn) • Then 
{ 1 ) 0 ..,,, P i f a n d on 1 y i f for a 1 1 i a n d j = 1 , • • • , n '· 
i ~ j and p 1 ~ p J i mp l i es a- 1 ( i ) S a- 1 {j ) . 
(2) 01·P if and only if for all i and j == 1, ••• ,n, 
i.S j und p1 2.:: PJ implies cr- 1 {i) :S 0- 1 (j). 
Thus, we notice that np ·V P wh i le 'T1p ·f· P. Moreover, u {. P 
if and only if of~'. Later in Proposition 6 we wil 1 see that 
·1 f • h ( P) 1 · 0 <C) cr"· Pt en L ~t continuous y contains L 
Minl:.cMski's inequality can be stated as l\L:fnllp :S 
>~I lfn \ \p• In the cDse when pis a single number, we. have the 
Genera 1 i zed Mi nkm\ls k i 1 s i nequa 1 i ty, 
30. 
c11·e3) llJf<x,y)dµ(x)\I( p ): sJ\lf(xjy)\\< p )dµ(x) 
v(y} v(y) 
See [4 p.592]. We may restate this as: 
_Proposition~: Let K be a measurable function on Ax Band 
pE(l ,ro], then 
Proof: For p = l this is Tonelli 1 s theorem since 
For p :::: o::i v;e have 
so 
II K. ( x , v) \ d~1 ... x ·. 
and hunce 
Hence 
l I J I K ( x , y) 1 dµ l ' ( ~) 
Jg ( y) J l K ( x , y) jd~L ( x) dv ( y) := J u g ( y) l K ( x ' y) l dv dµ 
sup Jg(y) (f\K(x,y) \dµ)d\J 
11 g l l P '::; 1 
rn connection with this proposition, it should be noted 
that if r > 1 and K(x,y) cannot be ex~ressed as K(x,y) = ~(x)t(y), 
then the inequality (h.1+) is a strict one [10, p. Jl~-8]. 
We can easily derive the following: 
Jernm~: If K(x,y) is a measurable function on AxB and r,qE[J,+co) 




_proof: Suppose ~ r < c.c. Applyin9 Proposition 5 to \K(.with 
p :::: q/r, 
and hence 
If r = +ro, then q = +=and hence 
:::: 
Now using this lemma and mathematical induction we can 
extend the theorem to cover the case of P a multi-lndex and 
o a permutation. 
£'.!~?PO~_!_ti,9~ .~: If P is a multi· .. index,. fELP and er is a permutation 
' 
such that o-.1- P, then 
and if O'i• P, then 
Rc~ark l: Theorems of this type are generally attributed to 
Jessen [8 p.530], (10 p. 150,169]-
RefQark .f.: Let P == (p1 , ••• ,pn), Q. == (q 1 ,.u,q 111 ), er and~ be 
permutntions of (1> ••• ,n} and [1, .... ,m} respectively, and T be 
a bounded linear transformation; 
Then 
T: Lo(P) _. t?(Q),. 
Moreover, 
as an operator from 
whenever the same is true as an operator from 
. I 
~~!~oposition z: Let P and Q be multi-indices, and K(x,y)El_P ,Q. 
Proc,f: ----······ ..- .... 
Then for· the i ntegra 1 trans formation K vte have 
LPCO(K) ~nd KLPCLQ. Moreover K: LP _..LQ i ~; bounded 
\AJ i th norm 11 K r 1 · ~ '. n K ( x' y) l l p I 'Q. 
I:.: 
QI 
Let H~Lp and gEL. · • Then 
l (Tf, g) l == \JK(x, y) f ()·~) g(y) dµ(x) d\J(y) l 
34. 
CHAPTER F !VE 
AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In applying Theorems 1 arid 3 to the special case of LP 
spaces, we will use some non-linear transformations between 
L: and L!' given by the 
Def_inition: Let P = (p1 , ••. .,pn) and < P < oo. For any function 
fEL: we define the function f~(f) by 
(5. 1) 
with the agreement that rp(f) = 0 whenever f or any of the above 
partial norms are equal to zero. \·Je d~fine rQ similarly • 
. Pr_9.E~~ it ion ~: Let fEL:. \td th l < P < + ro and ~E[O,+oo). Then 
{i) \\rp(f)\lp'~ \\f\\~n··l 
( i i) 
( i i i) 
(iv) 
(v) 
f' p I 
f p: L+ -• L 
llr~(f) \\p' S. l if any only if llf\\p ~ 1 
f p(O) = 0 
fp(af) aPn-lr If) 
- l p\' 
{vi) If g =-~ fp(f) then f = fp'(g) 
( · ·' r -. 1 r VI I) - I p - p 
(vii i) 
(ix.) r ... is a po't!er r· 
is 1-1, onto, continuous and open 
function. 
(i) We proceed by induction. For n = 
36. 
l \rp(f) l IP' l If Pl - l 11 Pi I = 
\ \fPif P1 
I 
- l l P1 I 
• I 
- "f I l ~l /p1 · P1 
= \ l f 11 ~~ - 1 
Assume the theorem is true for n = k and let f be a function of 
k + l variables. Then applying our induction hypothesis to 
I l f 11 p1 , we have 
11 11 f 11 ~r 1 i ~2 11 11 f 11 Pi I ~~: ~: ~ \1l11 ( p~ , •• , , p: +i l 
= \ \ l l f l \ pl I \ Pk +1 - 1 
. ( P2 , • • • , Pk +1) 
or 
= "f I l pk +l - l 
(p1,•••,Pk+1) • 
Thus, 
\ ·' rp ( f) l l p I =· 
11 11 f Pl ~ 1 l I I t 11 f W1 +1 - Pi 11. I ' 
Pl ~ = 1 ( P1 ,. • • • , P1 ) ~P2 ~ • • • , Pk +1) 
; . 
= " 11 f I ' Pl .. 1 ll f l l Pz -p). fi l I f 11 Pi +i - Pi l 1 I.. I 
Pi Pi j:;:;:2 (P1,•••,P1) (P21•••,Pk+1) 
Nm•J. parts (ii)~ (iii) and (iv) follm•J immediately from part (i). 
Since n-1 
1"'p (orf) ::.: fp ( f) • CLPn - 1 + 2:: (Pi+l -pi} 
j:::: 1 
__ r ( f ) • Pn •• 1 -· • p O' 
I 
we have part (v)~ Now for part (vi) we note gELP by part (ii) 
+ 
above. We proceed by induction. For n = 1, 
P1 -1 f pifp{ g :::: f -
I I 
so f gP1 IP1 - oP1 .. 1 - -· 
For n== 2, we have 
so 
and 




Now assume part (vi) is true for some n=k ~ 2. Let 
P == ( P1 , • • • , Pk +1 ) 
and f ELP. 
Then I I k p -p - I l f Pi Pi I I P; n l I f · l l 1 +i 1 




:= f Pi / p/_ l I f 11 · ( p2 / p~) - (Pl / p{) 11 f l I ..;. ( p21 p;) l lg I \ r I 
~ ~ ~ 
by the induction hypothesis applied to 
Finally, solving for f, we get 
f ~ gr>i'/p1 Lll9tlp~/p2 ~ 1lg!IP{+1 -p: 1 Jllgll-~p;/Pil 
P1 i =2 Pi ' ••• , P1 Pi 
Now part (vii) simply re~tates (vi). !he continuity of.fp for 
positive fuhction follows from part (i) since rp preserves convergence 
almost everywhere and the function norms are smooth on LP. Thus, 
( v i i i ) a n d ( i x) f o l l 0\\1 i rnme d i. a t e 1 y a 
]emark l; We will prov~ later for 2 < P < m that fp is Lipschitzian 
on bounded subsets of L~p • 
ReQl~.IJs .~: Part (iii) is the same as (2.11) in the definition of 
stable functions,· etc. 
B.~mar_k _l: The function rp is not in general monotone. For 
example, consider Lebsegue measure on A1 == (0 ,2) and A2 == (0, l) 
vJ i th n === 2 , PJ. . = 2. , p2 = l , 
r
2
l if xi E ...(o, 1 )} 
l • f E ( 1 ) for x2 EA 2 • r - X1 , 2 
for all x1 EA1 and x2 EA2 while 
Thus for any x2 EA,.3 , 
but 
[ ( 1 //5) if X1 E (0' 1 J (2//5) if Xi E(1 ,2) 
Hovwver, it should be noted that if p1 :S p1 +1 for all i == 1,2, ••• , 
n-1 then f is non-·decreasing. This is easily seen from the p 
definition of r~ . 
I 
f"'roposL~.~:.E!. ~: Let < P < + co. Then f np(P ): L:np (P) ...... L:TTp(P) 
/ 
is 
(i) non-~ecreasing and continuous, 
(ii) stable and strictly stable and 
(iii) a power function. 
Proof: · Note 
and 
L 
1lp I ( P) - L p I 
+ c + 
and the tmbeddings 
are continuous, non-decreasing and 1-1. Then. 
~ = t 0 fn p 0 i 
~ p 1 




~ = -1 +Max {p1 li=l, ••• ,n}. 
l\<P(f)l\p'.~ llHnl\11 ,(r') == p 
\\fl \p ~ 1 
~ 
\ \ f l \TI ( P) < 
p 
It 1 • 
\ \f \ ,~ 
p 
then, 
Hence ~ is stable and strictly stable, since 
for = 1,2, .•. ,n-l~ 
Also 
i(af) ~ oS~(f) and ~.(o) = O 
·so~ is a power functiong 
Since is strictly stable, we can prove a variation 
of Theorem 1 for ·LP spaces VJhi ch genera 1 izes a theorem due to 
Gagliardo [9:430]. The following diagram may facilitate the 
reading of the proof. Note 
and 
Let 
~' = f'TTQ (Q) 
·p - r~l I Ip (P ) 
p _T -) L Q 
L+ + 
,....., "' 




~ 1' i~ 
L 1lp(P') 
+ 
l/TQ (Q ') 




Theore.m !±: Let 1 < P < o:i and 1 < Q < a:i,. 
If T:LP--1LQ is a positive, bounded linear_transfor-
mat ion with I IT 11 .:S c, then for every E; > 0 there 
I 
exist functions cpEL~p and ~EL~Q such that 
( · .. ) \ I I 
( i i i) 
and 
T cp ( y) ~ ( c + c) ~1- 1 ( ~) ( y) 
j \tp 1111 (P) ~ l p 
f.LCJ..91.: Let 6 > 0 be such that 






ELP such that 
but 
___ €_ 
c + E: 
and 
U0 (x) > 0 a. e. 
but 
--·-1 + 0 
p I 




..... L+ · i s a s tab 1 e fun ct i on s i n ce ( 1 I c) T;': , 
~I, (l/c)T and 1P are stable and \ \s(u) ~ lp'::;, v.ihenever 
\juj \p' 5 1 can be checked by a simple computation. 
By the lemma to theorem 1 
p I 




.Then cp ~ oa.e.and ~ > O a.e.since i:fi and~ are strictly positive .. 
-(~¥ < c(l+o)U 
< (c+e) ~-l (cp), 
1l~!l~p(P)S1 since t is a stable function and 
) 
11 u 0 + 1.h u 11 T\p ( p I) '.O'.. 11 u 0 + 1~6 u 11 p I ::; 1: & + 1.:.0 = 
and l \d \11Q(Q) ::; 1 since l{ is a stable function and 
1 l ' c ' l V r, + -c-I· c- Ttp l \ TTQ ( Q) < \ \Vo + - Tep \ \ Q < -L~ + --- = l n "' c+e - c+e c+e u 
46. 
B£ma r k !:±: Con d i t i on ( i i i ) of Theorem li- i mp 1 i es 
and 
by Proposition 6. 
CHAPTER SIX 
THE BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGR/\L TRANSFORMATIONS 
\./e will now use the transformations fp to reduce the conditions 
(i) through (iv) of Theorem 3 to a form simi 1ar to that of condi-
tions (i) through (iii) of theorem 4. The resulting theorem is 
a generalization of a theorem due to N. Aronszajn. See Gagl.iardo 
[9 p~ 429]. We will need several lemmas related to the simplifi-
cation of conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3. 
( 6. 1) 
f(x) > 0 a.e., rER1 and 1 < r $ P <co 
then 
l 
i l (r P ( f ) f l •. r) r 11 
(a ( P1 , r) , • •• , a ( p Il , r) ) 
P11-r 
== I \fl l--r 
p 





l \ f 11 ( P1 - r) I r 
Pi 
Again for n - 2, we have 
l 
11 ( 
f Pl - l I ! f I \ P2 .,. Pl f l .. r ) r' ·11 
• I Pi l (-P .. 1_r pr:i r '--=---·-) P1 - r P2- r 
-47-
= l l f I \ ( p2 - r) Ir • 
P11P2 . 
Now assume the theorem is true for n = k. Then 
( )/ k p -p 1 
== ll l l f P1 -r r l l n~_r . TI (! 1 f 11 i +i i ) r 
J::..}, 1 Pl , • • • , P! P1 -r t== 






l l-F l l~~r)'.11 
(a ( P2 ' r) ' •• • ' a (Pk +l ' r ) ) 
µ2 ' • • • ' µk-H 
l I l \ 11 11 
( Pk+i - r) l r 
· f Pi P2 , • • ' , Pk ·H 
by the induction hypqthesis applied to 
= 
We note that the above statements hold immediately for p1 > r 
and each step will also hold if some p1 = r since we take f 0 = 0 
when f ~ 0 and f 0 = 1 otherwise and a(r,r) =+co to give the sup 
Cor.~11ary: If f {x) > 0, rER1 and 1 < Q S r < co, then 
' 1 ' 
I 
'
. (· 1··0 ' (f ) f 1 - r ') T~.t1. I I . / ... 1 , ) . ( / , ) ( 6 · 2) \l. 1 i r a:, 9 u r . , , .•. , a q m , r 
'\ . V1 ' • • • ' Vm 
( 
I I. I I 
I \ f 11 q ~, - r ) r 
(Q ' \) I 
JJ:!2Q.ren15-.: Suppose K(x,y) ?.. 0 a.e., P and Qare multi-indices, 
1 < Q SP<~> c > O ~s a real number~ ~ = rp' and 
Y =· ro: If there exist functions cpEL./ and ~EL+ Q 
such that q)(x)" > 0 and ~r(y) > 0 a.e. and for the 
integral transformation with kernel K, 
(i) [Kcp](y) s_c~-~ 1 (~) (y) 
(ii) [K;''~J(x) s_d-1 (<p) (x) 
(iii) \ \<r \ \ P S 1 and· \ \ ~ l IQ, < 
then the kernel K defines a bounded linear trans-. 
for ma t i on K: L p - L Q w i th \\ K \ \ . ~ c • 
Si nee Q $. P, we can choose rER1 such that 1 < Q :S r $. P < .{)) 
and apply Theorem 3 vd th ~1 = ~-l (~) and cp1 = ~-i (cp) • The preceding 
lemmas shm\I that conditions (iii) above imply conditions (iii) 
and (iv) .of Theorem 3 so \ \K\ \ :Sc'~ 
H~m:..3.Jk _1: For P < Q, Theorem 5 can be fa 1 se as indicated in 
Remark l. IV of Gagliardo [9 p. 1+30]. It should be remembered. 
If we consider Theorem 5 and note that the theorem remains 
true if we replace c by c + e for any s > 0, then under the 
additional i:'.JS?Ui11ptions that T1 (P) _::::: P and nQ(Q) ::.: Q, we see that ''f• I 
Th(-~~.H·em ~- can be used to prove a conv•.:..::'~;;e t.c Tric··:.:· rc~m 5. Thus, 
we have immediately, 
frop:,? . .:'...!.02...~ ~~: Suppose K(x,y) ?.: 0, P and Qare multi-indices 
l < Q ::; P < oo,. the p1 1 s are decreasing and the 
cu 's are increasing, c > 0 is a real number, 
g>. ::: r p I and ~' == rQ .. Then the i ntegra 1 trans-
formation with kernel K is defined on LP and 
K: LP .... LQ is bounded with I IK I l :=,; c if and 
only if the conditions (i) through (iii) of 
·Theorem 4 are satisfied for al 1 e > o. 
The relationship of Theorems 4 and 5_may be expressed as 
follovJS. If the positive integral transformation K is such 
that K: LP -t LQ \.'Ji th \\KI\ :Sc, then Theorem 4 asserts the 
existence of the functions cp and* needed to apply Theorem 5 
(P" to prove the weaker statement that K:L1lp ; _, L71Q(Q) \·Jith 
l \Kl l ~ ~· From the diagram immediately preceding Theorem 4 
we. see that 
In the ne1ct. section we will return to the question of 
finding a O)nverse and more general theorems furnishing partial 
converses for Theorem Se 
To conclude this section, we will give some remarks and 
a theorem that may be useful in applying Theorem 5 to prove 
51. 
that a given integral transformation vdth positive kernel. is bounded 
with bc"\und nc;t exceeding c •. 
In Theorem 5 if Q = P = r, then conditions i i i) can 
-be deleted and the theorem will sti 11 be true. This can be seen 
by cons1dering the proof of Theorem 3 and the fact that 
::: 
l 1 -· 1 r I f 
f f 
= f 0 < le 
~··+ t - 1 
f 
The hypothesis of Theorem 5 may be difficult to check when 
a large number of variables are involved. If n = l or m = l, 
52. 
then Theorem 5 is easier and Theorem 3 may be simplified sufflciently 
to become useful by setting p1 == r or q1 = r respectively. \.Je 
will now establish some sufficient conditions for boundedness of 
an integral transformation that may be much easier to use>\'1hen 
applicable. By induction we can easily prove the 
= 1, •.• ,n and 
n 
q> {x) = I1 cp 1 (xi) 
i= 1 
then 
( 6. 3) (cp)(x) 
where 
n-1 Pn-P1 
c i ·- . n I \cP1 I l 
i = l Pi 
Proof: \~e wi 11 induct on n where P - (Pu •.. ,pn). 
For n = 1 we have 
1 • Cf>1 Pi /p{ 
so C1 == l. 
For n = 2 we have 
Assuming the theorem for n = k, let P = (p1 , ••• ,pk 1 ). + 
.,., ( ') l q:i :::: p 
k 
I'p ' (ch+i n cpi) 
I· i = 1 
53. 
Pt+1 ·r1; cp 
k+l ' 
using the definition of rp, the induction hypothesis and the fact 
that 
Hence 
.IbeqJ..~.!.Tl -~~ Suppose K(x, y) 2_ 0, P and Q a re multi - indices, 1 < Q 
SP< co and c > 0 is a real number. Let a and o 
be any permutations on {1, ••• ,n} and (1,~ •• ,m). If 
for ·some c > 0, there exists fun~tions ~ 1 > 0 a.e. 
for i == 1 , ••• , n a n d ~ j > 0 a • e • for j == 1 , ••• , m s u ch t ha t 
the integral transform K with kernal K(x>y) and the 
functions 
n m 
~(x) = TI ~ 1 (x 1 ), and 
i= 1 




( i) . Kcp ( y) S c TI ~ j ( y j) q,, I q J 
j=l 
( i i) 
{iii) J 
f..';::, l, " . •· , n. 
J= 1, 'I< .• ; .. , m 
r-v; . i 
Then K:L0 (P) ..... > Lo·i..Q, is a bounded integral transfonnation 
Proof: By Jessml~ ~heorem, P~oposition 6 above, if this thc-:orem 
,..._. 
is true for a~ ~panda= nQ, then it is true fo~ all a and~. 
Thus,;without loss of generality~ we assume CT= ~p and 
a= 1Q. ~· Note that conditions idi) and iv) above jmn~ediately 
imply the corresponding conditions of Theorem 5. Let 
Then by lemma 3, condition ii) above imptie~ condlticn i'i) 0f 
Theorem 5 since the constant 
because S ~ p1 for i=l,a •• ,n-1. We can prove that ¢ond1tion i) 
· above irnp 1 i es c1.;nd·i ti on i) of Theorem 5 in a s i mi la r manner. 
Thus, this theorem fci!lciWs immediately .from Theol"em St~ 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
FURTHER EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We will now present some results that are similar in form 
in Theorem 1. 
Let X and Y be nontrivial Banach lattices and 
be continuous, 1 to 1 ' pos ittve or strictly positive 
functions such that 
l I u llx;'' ~ 
implies 
l l Q (LI) l i X .~ 
and 
\ \v \ \y ~ 
imp 1 i es 
\ \~ (v) \\y,'c S 1. 
Let T:X - Y be a compact, positive 1 inear transfor-
mation such that \\rl\:; c. Then for all real e:> 0 
there exist tpEX.f. and ~EY.f.;'; such that 
{ i) Tep S ( c+ c) y- i ( ~) 
(ii) r-;':~ ,::; (c+e) if?- 1 (er) 
( i i i ) l I cp \ \ X ~ a n d l \ ~ \ \ i'' S 
-56-
57., 
(iv) q> ;l 0 and '; f- 0. 
Prog_f.: Let o > 0 be a rea 1 number such that 











For uEx:* define 
Nows is continuous, positive and if llullx-:,.:5.l then 
o·'~ l 1 6 i lsu I lx•'• S l. Let 1,vEX+" be such that vd lx·:-: .:S l+o and def inc 
llr, and Yn ClS follows for n::::: 1,2, •• ~,: 
Note for n - 1, 2, • • • we have 11 Un 11 < l, l \vn \I·< 1 and Un ~ w. 
Thus there exists vS'<?? such that some subsequence v11 - v since . k 
this sequence is the image of a bounded sequence under the compact 







u :::: 1 w + --v. 
1+0 Then u11 - u and by continuity k 
u 1 w+-S(u) 1+6 
(l+o)u - S{u) ( l+o)w ~. o 
,•~ 
l l u 11 x .,._. S 1 and u Ex:" . 
( 1 +o·) U ?._ S (LI) 
~() = l i2 {u + --- u) 0 1+6 
~l (v + - 1- Ten) 
c-1·€ . r 
we obtain the conclusion of this theorem exactly as In Theorem 4m 
Thus, if the positive integral trans~ormation K:LP - LQ with 
(\Kl I< c is compact then th~orem 7 asserts the e~istence of the 
functions~ and~ needed to apply theorem 5 to prove that K:LP - LQ 
is bounded with \ \K 11 . .:S c. 
Another method of trying to prove theorems similar to 
theorem 1 might be to use a Lipschitz condition. Rather than 
using Lemna l before theo~em 1, we will consider the following: 
( 7. l) 
(7.2.) 
Let X be a non-trivial ordered Banach lattice and 
~=X+ _, X be a power function (<I? not necessarily non-
decreasing) \'Jith Ex(<£) = q which is Lipschitzian on 
any set of the form 
Aw = {uEX~. \ u?._w and \\u\\ < 1} 
\\lhere 
wEX~- and l lw I\ ~ t 
Thus, there exists O!w such that for any u,vEAw, 
l\~u - ii!v\\ :S aw\\u-v\\. 
If any one of the follow.ing conditions holds, 
( i) q > l 
0 
1 lvJ 11 ( i i) Ciw :S Ci for a 11 wEX+, 1 ~ ·z 
{iii) for each rE(O, 1) there exists wEX~ 
such that 




f.Loof: Choose u1 EX~- such that 
and u1 f O. 
Let A == Au1 and ct == O'u1 as above so I\ 9:!(u)- 9. (v)! I S CY 11 u-v l I for 
a 11 u, vEA. Note ·that \'le can assume oE(O, 1). Let 
. rl } s = MI n la ·, 1 • 






Un EA for n = 1 , 2, • • • • 
Now 
l \ Un+i ··un.l l 
Si nee 
we have 
Thus clearly {un} is convergent so there e>:ists uEA such that 
Un - u.. Si nee it is continuous 1 
If ~ = 1 (ie a~ 1) we are through~ Thus, assume a> 1. Let 
Ex(~) = q so that for any real number C > 0 we have l(Cv) = cqi(v). 
-~l--
Hence if v ~ a 1-qu 
then 
( l+o) v 2:. ~ (v) 
since 
....:J. _:.9_ 
1-q 1-q a er. (l+o)v·- a Q(v) = a(l-o)u 1 2:., o. 
Note v ~. 0 a n d v f- 0 and 0 in particular vEX+ • Thus a 11 \.'Je need 
6 l. 
i 
to prov·e is that l\v\I::; 1.' But Ct'> l so if q > 1, then a1-=cj < J. 
Hence 
1 
l\v\I ~ ;r:-q \}u}\ ~ L 
for q > 1. 
On the other hand, if aw~ a for 'allwEx:. with l \wl! :S ~-) 





1 -- 0 I lu i I < aq·· 1 -·-·-·· l . ~ 1+6 
_g___ 0 
l l C1 11 < q-1 -----,Ui - Ct l+O 
for a 11 wEX+ • Thus, 







l lu1 11 < c/1 --- 1+0 
llul\ < llu1ll + ~ llun+1-unll 
n:::.1 
1 . q-T 6 
::; o: ( T+O- + 
and therefore 
_1_ 
llvlj::; O!l-qllul\ ~ 1. 
Finally, if condition iii) holds then the last computations 
a re again va 1id 13 
Thus, using essentially the same proof as that of Theorem 1 
1t1e can prove: 
fLC].QOSitl~!l! l!.: Let X and Y be nontrivial Banach lattices and 
~·\,(~ ~ x a11d ld •. y -·v* - • '-r + . 'i •. + ' . . + 
be power functions, with Ex(Y) = q and Ex(~) 
which are Lipschitzian on any set 
Aw = { u EX~ \ u ?- w and 11 u 11 S 1} 
I 
= p ' 
where wEX~. and. \ \y,1 \ \ S ~ . . Assume they a re 
Lipschitzian on all of X~ and Y+ or that p'q > 1. 
Let T:X - Y be a bounded, positive l incar transfer-
mat ion w i.th \ \r l \ :S. c~ Then for ·eve.ry e > 0 there 
~·~ 
·. exist ~EX+ and ~1E(~ such that 
( i ) Tep :; ( C·l-€) ~- l ( ~) 
(i i ) T'\v ,:S ( c+ e) ~- i ( cp) 
< i i .i ) 11 er l lx :; l a n d \\ * t \ v··· .s 
(iv) cp f- o. 
Moreover, if <I!,.~ and Tare strictly positive, "then 
We will now attempt to find some sufficient conditions for r p 
to be Lipschitzian. These will be obtained by computing the G~teaux 
differential of fp· We will need the following: 
\ 
l f p1 > 2 then 
Proof: {J I \ ( P 1 •· 2 ) p { l \ p j~ ( 1 Ip {) = f g dx} 
II Pi'(pi-2)/(ri-l) 11 p{ . (l/p{) 
. ::; ( f £.L:]_l !9 l lp1-l} 
P1 ··2 
ll fl\P1(P1-2)/(p1··l) I lip{ (l/p1') { P1 l g Pi} 
We shall now compute the first Gateaux variation of the 
trans~ormations fp and then show that this is in fact ~ Gateaux 
differential which is uniformly bounded on appropriate sets. 
For the remainder of this section, let P == (pl'""•,Pn) and for~ 
fELP let ~(f) = sgn{f)fp(\fl)· For P > 1 we use elementary 
calculus to compute 
(7.1+) og?(f,h) . : 
n-1 n-1 n·· 1 / -
[ ( P1 .,, l) ( 11 11 f I \ ) h+ I f l L (pi +l •. pi ) ( I1 l l f I \ ) d f i 1 • l P1 , • • • • P1 • l . . l Pi , • • • , P 1 -I== I;:;:: j == • 
where the prime on the product sign indicates that i-th factor has 
been deleted and 
1-pj, 




JJ-··J(rp1 , •••. ,p1 )(\f\)hdµ1,•••,dµ1 
is the Gateaux differential of the partiai norm. All we need to 
know about df 1 .is that it is linear in hand that ldf 1 1 :5 \\hllp1 , ••• ,p1 • 
However, these facts follow immediately from the formula (7.5) • 
If 2 <Pi< co for all i=1,2, ••• ,n, then 
(/7. 7) 
66 .. 
l l ()~ ( f, h) \ l p , 
n-1 P1+1-P1-l n-1 ·' Pi''"2 
s ll.n l\fl[p1 , ••• ,p1L(r1-1)(.rr/llrllp1 , ••• ,p1)!\fllP1 llhllp1 + · I:::: l . I::.: 1 




11 oQ ( f, h) 1 l r ' 
Pi,-2 . Pk -1 
ll llf}lp1 , ••• ,pk-Jlt·dlp1 , ••• ,pk-il1p: + ll llfllp1 , ••• ,pi;-illp: 
68. 
Thus inequality (7-7) fol lows by induction ending with k+l = n; 
Now clearly o4i{f;h) i~ well defined, linear and continuous 
in h. Moreover, ·vJe can sho\"1: 
I• 
Gateaux differential of ~. 
f_r_gcr[: For some fixed f) hELP consider 
1 
~(a)~ ~[~(f+ah) - ~(f) - a~(f,ah)] 
~- ±c ~ (f +crh) - ~· ( f) J - o ~ ( f , h) 
69,. 
for a real. By the definition of o~(f,h) {see equvtion 7.5) we sec 
that 
l 
1i m a?[ q, ( f +c<h) ( >:) - ~ ( f) ( x) J - o~ ( f ' h) ( x) a ~ e ~ 
cr>O 
so b.(a) -o a.e .. If we restrict lo:(:; 1 then by the mean value theorem, 
J[~(f+ah) (x) - ~(f) (x)J .S o9?(f,c/'h) 
s O';"o<J? ( f, h) 
. .:S C)gj(f,h) 
where lo.,;''"\ .:S lal :S 1 for almost every x. Hence by the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence theorem [ 4, p. 302 J we have ( \.6 (a) I \ p' -1 0 
proving that o~(f,h) is the Gateaux differential of~~ 
and wEX~. such that \ lw I \p S ~- . Then the fur:ct ion 
q?(f) = fp(f) 
is defi~ed ~nd Lipschitzian on 
AH = tu EX~ l u ?. w and \ \ u \ I p $. l} 
.. '· ; 
This follows immediately since~ has a uniformly bounded 
Gateaux differntial. See Kantorovich and Aki lov [12,p.660]. 0 
Thus, we see that Proposition 11 can be applied to 
prove a theorem simi Jar to Theorem Jf if p > 2 and Q' > 2 
regardless of the ordering \-Ji thin P and Q. 
70,, 
CHAPTER E \Giff 
REDUCING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
Applying the methods used in theorems 2 and 5 and using the 
le:rnm::15 preceding those theorems, we can prove the fol lowing 
theorem about reducing the number of variables. 
Jhe9_r_em §_: Let p(l) ,p(2) ,Q(l) and Q(Z) be multi-indices for the 
variables xCl),x(Z) ,y( 1)and yC 2). Suppose 
K(x(i) ,x(2) ,/ 1) ,y(2)) ~ O a.e., rC:R~., 1 < p(2) ,o_(2) <co, 
l < Q ( 1 ) ~ r ::; P (l ) < w a n d t ha t K2 ( x ( 2) , y ( 2) ) ~?:. 0 a • e • 
p(2) 
defines a bounded integral transfonnation K2 :L -~ 
Q (Z) • · r 1 \i•' I ' ·. L "'11th - ::.: \ .. ·,,~ 1 J. If there exist functions __ 
(P ( x ( l) , x ( 2) , / 2) ) .~ !fl (,,,:fl) : x ( 2) , y ( 2) ) , ~r ( y ( l) , x ( 2) , y ( 2) ) 
(•"• (") /•f") 
.~md ~h(Y,lj:,x 1.. ,y\i.'.) all positive almost.everywhere, 
( . \ I J 
( i i) 
( i i i) 
•. 71 -
I iKl l :_; c~ Moreover if ~l ::::: rQ(l} '(~) and 
cp
1 
= fp(l)Jr.p) i thei1 we can replace condit_ions (iii) 
and (iv) by 
(v) p(l)= Q(l) or both I !cpl lp{l) S I 
,.ELp(l) p(2) 
Let r - + ' Dcf ine 
1 I p1 ( 1) l Ip ( l) - 1 Ip ( 1) 
F = K * 1 ~ · i f 
l 
( 'j )! ( n' ( 1) I 
G ---· 




Then r.is l n theorem 2 '-»'C have 
7.2. 
< JJ ll Ri l\ . ( ( 1) ' r ')' a (Q ( 1) ', r 1 ). 
(a qi · . , ' ( 
1
) ) 




\. x '\ ) 
\vhcr e 
. . (1) I I . (1) I 1 
I l J ! ( 1)) 1 /(a (q1 'r ) ) [ l / ql ,,, - rJ \ \ ( 1 l l 'J ••· __ ( Krnc,x ·'r1 'I' ._, (o . , . r·\ · . 
" I T ' c·_, .'~ 1 \ ·. l '1 
yC.) I 
~rnd s imi lar!y 
vJh i 1 e 
1 I G1 ( l) I \ . 
< K2 . l g 11 0 ( 1 ) I 
' (; ( l) ) 
a n d s i m i la r 1 y 
Hence 
l 1 
J :S JJK2 ! \hr / ~ - ·p 11 ( 1) / , 
a (Q1 , r ) 
1 1 
t ,. r -, l \ I C91 tp- r a(P(l) 'r) 
Thus, if cond it i ans (iii) and (iv) hold, then 
. Let ~·1 ~ r; (1) r(~) and tPJ == fp(l) (cp). Then by lemma 1 to 
ll 
theorem 5 we have 
r :::: p ( 1() ) 
n 1 or both 
and 
75 • 
Thus, if condition (v) holds then our conclusion follo'.1ls,v.Jith,c·ut 
checking ( i i i) a r.d (iv) 8 
B_~.L!s J.: in theorem 8 if p(l) == (a,a, ••• ,a) then setting r =a 
\ve can rep 1 E1ce condition ( v) by only 11 ~ I IQ ( 1) ' ~ L Simi 1 a r i y 
i f Q ( 1) :.:: {ct , et, • • • , a) t hen we on. 1 y nee d \ I cp \ \ p ( 1 ) ::; 1 • 
Rernart £: Theorem 5 is essE:!ntial ly a corollary of theorem 8 if 
we think of a constant c as an integra 1 transformation from R 1 
into R1 where c(a) = c ·a for all aERl. 
Theorem 8 a 1 !ovJs us to reduce the prob 1em of v~hether 
K~Lp -~+ LQ is bounded to a s imi Jar problem \-Ji th less vari,~bles. 
As exarnp les, \·Je have the fo 11 owing: 
indices of the same length~ Suppose t < q1 S:p1 < 00 for 
i .:-.:: J, ••• ,n and K(x,y) ·2:_0 a.c. is a measurable functiono 
Let Kn+1E(0 1 co) be a real constant.. !f there exist 
fu.nctions 
vJith 1<1 ==Kand satisfyin9 
( . '\ i; 
(fi) 
( i i i) 
f 1 J • l i···11en K1 •• Lp
1 ' • • • ' Pn -) Lqi ' • • • 'qi, cir a J::: , ••• ,nc 
!(: L p -t LQ is boundect with .\ \K \ \ :; Kn+l • 
R~.rL:?.Cl:- J.: Note: lf P :::: Q then condition (iii) is c.1utomatically 
Suppocc l· < q < p1 ·< m and p· E(1 oo) 2.-r·1c,! 1.~'1.>=·!.··'.<·.~·.-1 .v'11 •. _, ...;;:;:. ;? - ' s '·' ' .. '-·· 
?-. O_a.e. 
p I 
If there exist functions K2 (x2 ) EL./! ; 
cp(x1-;:x'2) > 0 a.e. and Hx2 ,y) > 0 a.e. satisfying 
(i) 
( i i) 
( i i i) p1 = q or < 
Then K~LP1 ,p2 - Lq is bounded with \ \K\\ .:; \ \K2 \\p~ 
Let P and Q be multi-indices. Assume l<P,Q<w, qJ. :S p1 , 
defines a bounded integral transformation K2 :LP2,•••,F\1 
.... L q2 ' • • • ; q ia w i th 11 K2 l I =--= c . I f for · eve r y 
v fLP2 $ " ~ • ' Pn 'qd' • · " 'q ' I t I l !' ..._ 0 1-..i::;- + m SUC1 .la: \e.? a.e. there 
> 0 a.e. satisfying 
JKtpd;<1 
'- l ( i) < (1<2 + ,, Ha~ '"e ·~ 
( i i) . JK1J!dv; < ' ' ' . (K2 + Ke)q:P1 -1 
( i i i) Pl ql or \ \cp \' l P1 < 1 or \ \ 1!r l \ f < ( l qi -
then K: LP - LQ is bounded with \ jK l I ~ c. 
